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the good, the bad and the ugly is an epic clint eastwood classic western film,
and a sequel of sorts to the film a fistful of dollars. the film was released in 1968

and was eastwood's third collaboration with sergio leone. the film stars
eastwood as a bounty hunter named forrester. the film was based on a

screenplay eastwood had written in 1964. eastwood wanted to meet leone in
1965 because he was looking for a western director he could collaborate with.

leone agreed to work on the project only if sergio leone took his name off of the
project. leone's name was supposed to be sergio leone james coburn, francis

ford coppola, and george lucas also wanted to direct the film. clint eastwood told
actor franco nero that he wanted him to star as the bounty hunter, so the role
went to nero for no compensation.the film was written and directed by sergio
leone, and production began on july 22, 1966, in italy.eastwood soon left the
project and was replaced by actor mark hamill, who was subsequently cast as
the bounty hunter's sidekick. giuliano gemma, leo maguire, and aldo maccione

all received sole billing. jack palance, clint eastwood, and lee van cleef were
considered for the role of "the ugly".the film was originally budgeted at

$2,450,000. within two weeks of filming, the budget had risen to $5,000,000,
then $11,000,000 before being settled on $18,000,000. many of the items in the

film cost a great deal of money. there were over two thousand extras, three
hundred horses, thirty camels, and thirty elephants.filming began at the convent

of san frediano al lago near lake como, in the italian alps, and at the san
frediano studios.the film was selected in competition at the 1968 cannes film

festival. it received rave reviews and was nominated for the academy award for
best foreign language film.five weeks after the film premiered in may 1968, the
film was the highest-grossing film in the united states in 1969.the film was more
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successful in the united kingdom and germany than it was in north america. the
film was also a critical success.the title is a play on the names of characters in

the story. the good and the ugly. it is the last film in the trilogy that started with
a fistful of dollars, and a man with no name. the ugly is a film about the last days
of a band of outlaws and the last piece of business that needs to be completed

before they can settle down to a profitable life.the ugly was released on
september 18, 1968.the villains of the film are played by jack palance as the
hideously deformed head of a local gang called the wilson gang. palance was

originally hired for the role in october 1966.the ugly was a surprising critical and
financial success, and earned $4,648,633. when the good, the bad and the ugly
first opened in los angeles on december 16, 1968 it broke all box office records,
becoming eastwoods largest hit up to that point. eastwood then dominated his

next three films as a box office force to be reckoned with.
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